Canadian neurologists on Alzheimer’s disease
Survey in September 2020
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Alzheimer’s disease is a challenge that affects over 30 million
individuals worldwide. So far, it has eluded our attempts at
finding an effective treatment.
What do Canadian neurologists think about Alzheimer’s
disease and approaches to tackling it?
Creative Research Designs has surveyed
25 Canadian neurologists on the topic
including 11 ON, 10 QC, 4 West (Sept. 5-23, 2020).
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Neurologists mention monoclonal antibodies as currently the most exciting thing in Alzheimer’s research.
Unaided mentions: Most exciting developments in Alzheimer’s research

Monoclonal antibodies

40%

Therapies that target amyloid / beta-amyloid

20%

Blood test / development of biomarkers to identify disease

20%

Tau protein

12%

Vaccine

12%

Disease-modifying therapies

8%

PET scan / PET scan for amyloid/tau

8%

Genetic research

8%

Not aware / nothing exciting

16%

Base: Canadian neurologists (n=25)
For you, what are the most exciting new developments in research about Alzheimer’s disease? (open-ended question)

One neurologist mentions
aducanumab. Otherwise, no
specific therapies mentioned.
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Neurologists feel the most hopeful about major advances coming soon in symptom-reducing treatments for
Alzheimer’s. Hopes are not as high for a vaccine or other prevention.

Major advances will be
made in 2-3 years in…

Very hopeful

Early
detection

Prevention

Vaccine

12%

8%

28%

Diseasemodifying
treatment

Symptomreducing
treatment

20%
40%

40%

Somewhat
hopeful

52%

64%
64%

48%
52%

Not hopeful

36%
8%

16%

12%

Base: Canadian neurologists (n=25)
How hopeful are you that major advances will be made over the next 2-3 years in the following fields pertaining to Alzheimer’s disease?
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Biogen is currently top-of-mind among organizations in the field of Alzheimer’s research.

Unaided mentions: Companies and organizations at the forefront of Alzheimer’s research

Biogen

48%
Other organizations mentioned unaided:

Pfizer

12%

Novartis

8%

Roche

8%

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University of Toronto
UCSF Oxford
University Labs (unspecified)
Independent researchers
AAN (American Academy of Neurology)
Alzheimer Society
The Canadian Consortium on Alzheimer's disease

Base: Canadian neurologists (n=25) In your mind, which companies or organizations are at the forefront of research about Alzheimer’s disease?
(these could include pharmaceutical companies and other organizations) (open-ended question)
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Biogen is currently seen as the leader in Alzheimer’s research, followed by Pfizer, Novartis and Roche.

Selected within TOP THREE leaders in Alzheimer’s research
% of Neurologists selecting (aided)

Biogen

52% rating as # 1

Pfizer

28% rating as # 1

Novartis

16% rating as # 1

Roche

4% rating as # 1 36%

68%
56%
48%

Janssen
Sanofi
AbbVie
Eisai
AstraZeneca
Eli Lilly
Merck
Lundbeck
Takeda

16%
16%
12%
12%
12%
8%
8%
4%
4%

Not selected:
Cerecin, Denali Therapeutics, vTv
(these are startups working on
Alzheimer’s therapeutics)

Base: Canadian neurologists (n=25) We would like to know your perception of pharmaceutical companies in neurology.
Please scroll through the full list and select the top three pharmaceutical companies that you consider to be leaders in research in Alzheimer’s disease.
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Neurologists find use of AI for detection of Alzheimer’s more interesting when it is based on MRI
(and other patient data) versus based on speech patterns.
Views on use of Artificial intelligence in Alzheimer’s for…
Accurate prediction/diagnosis based on MRI & other patient data

Early detection based on speech patterns

(developed by researchers at Boston University School of Medicine)

(developed by the company Winterlight Labs in Toronto)

An interesting
approach

48%

An interesting
approach

Not sure/ not
familiar

20%

Not sure/ not
familiar

I am skeptical

32%

I am skeptical

76%

16%
8%

Base: Canadian neurologists (n=25)
What are your thoughts on using artificial intelligence for prediction and early detection of Alzheimer’s disease? We have two examples: …
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More support for families affected by Alzheimer’s is the top investment priority mentioned unprompted by
Canadian neurologists to improve the lives of Canadians living with the disease.
Top investment priority to improve the lives of Canadians living with Alzheimer’s (unaided)

40%

32%

28%

mention

mention

mention

Support for families,
home care, caregivers

”More support services for families who cannot afford home care”, “Increase
home care services”, “Personal care programs to prolong independent living”,
“Aide aux proches aidants”, “Support programs and day programs for patients”

Research

”Research on targeted therapies”, “Invest in a lab that is developing
new disease modifying agents from a molecular standpoint”,
“Poursuivre la recherche fondamentale”, “Disruptive research grant”

Early detection,
screening, prevention

”Mass screening, testing many biomarkers”, “Early detection and early treatment”,
“Prevention program through exercise, diet and social interaction”, “Éducation
pour la population, particulièrement les gens de 40-55 ans : prévention pour euxmêmes via les saines habitudes de vie et détection des symptômes chez leurs
parents”

Base: Canadian neurologists (n=25)
If you had ten million dollars at your disposal to improve the lives of Canadian patients with Alzheimer’s disease, how would you invest it? (open-ended question)
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% of Neurologists ranking item in
TOP THREE vs BOTTOM THREE

Neurologists’ investment priorities in Alzheimer’s disease (aided)

72% vs 8%

Research into new drug treatments for Alzheimer’s
Clear priorities

68% vs 20%

Improved funding for home care for persons living with Alzheimer’s

44% vs 40%

Research into basic science regarding the brain

32% vs 32%

Opinions divided

Improved funding for long-term care facilities for persons living with Alzheimer’s

36% vs 48%

Psycho-social support for caregivers of persons living with Alzheimer’s

24% vs 44%

Innovative assistive technologies for persons living with Alzheimer’s and their caregivers

16% vs 32%
8% vs 76%

Less important

Research into non-pharmacological approaches for Alzheimer’s detection / treatment / prevention
Public education on Alzheimer’s disease and how to help those affected

Base: Canadian neurologists (n=25) If you had ten million dollars at your disposal to improve the lives of Canadian patients with Alzheimer’s disease,
what would be your priorities for investment? Please read through the list and rank the following items according to your priorities.
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World Alzheimer’s Day 2020
Out of isolation, we come together

Creative Research Designs is a boutique consultancy for
market research and customer insights.
We help our clients navigate today’s information challenges.
Clear answers to complex problems.
Founder: Barbara McGrath

Contact Barbara for more information

PhD and MA in Cultural Anthropology
20+ years experience in the research business
Expert in quantitative and qualitative research

www.creativeresearchdesigns.com
September 2020

For more information contact Barbara McGrath, PhD

barbara@creativeresearchdesigns.com

416-523-0008
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